
From: Ben Lowe <bplowe@fau.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 4:34 PM 
To: Timothy Steigenga <tsteigen@fau.edu>; Nicole Morse <morsen@fau.edu>; Kevin Wagner 
<kwagne15@fau.edu> 
Cc: Nicholas Baima <nbaima@fau.edu> 
Subject: RE: International Studies UUPC  

  
Dear Tim, 
  
Thanks for sharing this information with me. WOH 4272 has been discontinued and deleted from the 
catalog. Other than that the History Department is happy to be of assistance and thus formally agrees to 
allow Wilkes Honors College students to count these courses as electives in the international studies 
concentration. Please let me know if you need anything else. 
  
Kind regards, 
Ben 
  

 
  
  
From: Timothy Steigenga  
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:07 AM 
To: Ben Lowe <bplowe@fau.edu>; Nicole Morse <morsen@fau.edu>; Kevin Wagner 
<kwagne15@fau.edu> 
Cc: Nicholas Baima <nbaima@fau.edu> 
Subject: FW: International Studies UUPC 
  
Dear Nicole, Ben, and Kevin,  
  
The concentration board at the Wilkes Honors College recently made some much-needed updates to 
our international studies concentration. Among other things, we wanted to formally expand the 
opportunities for our students to explore the geographical diversity and teaching expertise of your 
departments. This has always been done informally by students who register across colleges. But we 
wanted to formalize it in the concentration so that each elective international studies course would not 
require a special appeal form each time a student wants to count it toward the concentration (and so 
that DARS will actually pick up and count the correct electives in graduation checks). 
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The college currently only has only five declared concentrators in international studies. So this is unlikely 
to even be noticeable to the faculty members or the departments offering the courses. I would guess 
that one or two of our honors students a semester might take one of these classes.  
  
The UUPC is now requesting letters from chairs/directors for any elective or required courses housed 
outside of the home department. So I’m writing to request your approval to include these courses in our 
concentration. If there is some reason not to include any of them please let me know and we can 
remove it. If you have no trouble allowing us to include them, please reply to all with you 
Thank-you in advance for your assistance and feel free to write back with any questions or concerns.  
  
Best, 
  
Tim 
  
  
  
  

 



From: Kevin Wagner <kwagne15@fau.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, September 16, 2021 9:02 AM 
To: Timothy Steigenga <tsteigen@fau.edu>; Ben Lowe <bplowe@fau.edu>; Nicole Morse 
<morsen@fau.edu> 
Cc: Nicholas Baima <nbaima@fau.edu> 
Subject: Re: International Studies UUPC  

  

Hi Tim, 
 
Political Science approves the inclusion of our classes. 
 
Best, 
 
Kevin 
 

KMW 

Kevin M. Wagner, J.D., PhD 

Professor and Chair, Department of Political Science 

Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters 

Florida Atlantic University 

777 Glades Road 

Boca Raton, FL 33431 

tel: 561-252-1794 

fax: 561-297-2997 

kwagne15@fau.edu 

Twitter: @kevinwagnerphd 

www.fau.edu/politicalscience 

 
  
Florida has a very broad public records law.  As a result, any written communication 
created or received by Florida Atlantic University employees is subject to disclosure to 
the public and the media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt.  Under Florida law, e-
mail addresses are public records. 
 

 
From: Timothy Steigenga <tsteigen@fau.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:07 AM 
To: Ben Lowe <bplowe@fau.edu>; Nicole Morse <morsen@fau.edu>; Kevin Wagner 
<kwagne15@fau.edu> 
Cc: Nicholas Baima <nbaima@fau.edu> 
Subject: FW: International Studies UUPC  

  
Dear Nicole, Ben, and Kevin,  
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The concentration board at the Wilkes Honors College recently made some much-needed updates to 
our international studies concentration. Among other things, we wanted to formally expand the 
opportunities for our students to explore the geographical diversity and teaching expertise of your 
departments. This has always been done informally by students who register across colleges. But we 
wanted to formalize it in the concentration so that each elective international studies course would not 
require a special appeal form each time a student wants to count it toward the concentration (and so 
that DARS will actually pick up and count the correct electives in graduation checks). 
  
The college currently only has only five declared concentrators in international studies. So this is unlikely 
to even be noticeable to the faculty members or the departments offering the courses. I would guess 
that one or two of our honors students a semester might take one of these classes.  
  
The UUPC is now requesting letters from chairs/directors for any elective or required courses housed 
outside of the home department. So I’m writing to request your approval to include these courses in our 
concentration. If there is some reason not to include any of them please let me know and we can 
remove it. If you have no trouble allowing us to include them, please reply to all with your formal 
agreement to allow Wilkes Honors College students to count these courses as electives in the 
international studies concentration.  
  
Thank-you in advance for your assistance and feel free to write back with any questions or concerns.  
  
Best, 
  
Tim 
  
  
  
  

 



From: Nicole Morse <morsen@fau.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 5:09 PM 
To: Timothy Steigenga <tsteigen@fau.edu>; Ben Lowe <bplowe@fau.edu>; Kevin Wagner 
<kwagne15@fau.edu> 
Cc: Nicholas Baima <nbaima@fau.edu> 
Subject: RE: International Studies UUPC  

  
I would love to have Women and Gender in the Global South included in this concentration. Thank you! 
  
Nicole 
  
From: Timothy Steigenga <tsteigen@fau.edu>  
Sent: Wednesday, September 15, 2021 11:07 AM 
To: Ben Lowe <bplowe@fau.edu>; Nicole Morse <morsen@fau.edu>; Kevin Wagner 
<kwagne15@fau.edu> 
Cc: Nicholas Baima <nbaima@fau.edu> 
Subject: FW: International Studies UUPC 
  
Dear Nicole, Ben, and Kevin,  
  
The concentration board at the Wilkes Honors College recently made some much-needed updates to 
our international studies concentration. Among other things, we wanted to formally expand the 
opportunities for our students to explore the geographical diversity and teaching expertise of your 
departments. This has always been done informally by students who register across colleges. But we 
wanted to formalize it in the concentration so that each elective international studies course would not 
require a special appeal form each time a student wants to count it toward the concentration (and so 
that DARS will actually pick up and count the correct electives in graduation checks). 
  
The college currently only has only five declared concentrators in international studies. So this is unlikely 
to even be noticeable to the faculty members or the departments offering the courses. I would guess 
that one or two of our honors students a semester might take one of these classes.  
  
The UUPC is now requesting letters from chairs/directors for any elective or required courses housed 
outside of the home department. So I’m writing to request your approval to include these courses in our 
concentration. If there is some reason not to include any of them please let me know and we can 
remove it. If you have no trouble allowing us to include them, please reply to all with your formal 
agreement to allow Wilkes Honors College students to count these courses as electives in the 
international studies concentration.  
  
Thank-you in advance for your assistance and feel free to write back with any questions or concerns.  
  
Best, 
  
Tim 
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